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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Newman Regional Health Auxiliary Recognizes Spring Scholarship Recipients 

 
Emporia, KS, January 11, 2018 — The Newman Regional Health Auxiliary has awarded scholarships to 

17 area students pursuing an education in a health related field.  

The following students each received a $750 scholarship from the Newman Regional Health Auxiliary: 

 Madison Anderson 

 Emily Samuels 

 Alexa Thomas 

 Mary Turner 

 Margaret Clark 

 Kelly Flowers 

 Matthew Finley 

 Macrae Wilkins 

 Ivy Ables 

 Abby Ables 

 Abby Maycock 

 Colleen Smith 

 Kortnie Harrison 

 Daryn Crawford 

 Lindsee Colglazier 

 Landrie Whitson 

 Codi Wentzel 

The Newman Regional Health Auxiliary volunteers work hard throughout the year to provide scholarship 

funds for area students each semester. They were thrilled to be able to award 17 scholarships 

amounting to a total of $12,750 for the spring semester.  

“The volunteers operate the Gift Shoppe and Snack Bar, which are the two main sources of revenue for 

the Auxiliary,” Jessie Wagoner, volunteer and social media coordinator at Newman Regional Health said. 

“The volunteers also coordinate several fundraisers throughout the year to raise additional funds for 

scholarships and to purchase needed items for the hospital.”  

All the scholarship recipients are attending college in the state of Kansas. Several recipients are nursing 

students; others are pre-med, physical therapy, radiology and respiratory therapy. The Auxiliary 

encourages students who are pursuing a health related education to apply for a scholarship for the Fall 

2018 semester.  
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For additional information about the Newman Regional Health Auxiliary or questions about the 

scholarship program please contact Jessie Wagoner, volunteer and social media coordinator at 

jwagoner@newmanrh.org or 620-343-6800 X 2525. 
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